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Predicting Every Spike: A Model
for the Responses of Visual Neurons

neuron generates spikes independently of each other:
at every instant it “decides” whether or not to fire a
spike, and the probability of firing varies with time as a
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function of the stimulus. In this limit, the probabilities ofHarvard University
getting various spike trains are completely determined16 Divinity Avenue
by the time course of the instantaneous firing rate r(t)Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
(Rieke et al., 1997; Meister and Berry, 1999). Experimen-2Neurobiology
tally, this can be estimated by accumulating a peristimu-Harvard Medical School
lus time histogram (PSTH) of spikes from many identicalBoston, Massachusetts 02115
trials. The problem of neural coding is then reduced to
predicting the firing rate r(t) as a functional of the sensory
stimulus s(t) (Rodieck, 1965; Sakuranaga and Naka,Summary
1985; Victor, 1987).

The assumption that sensory responses are fully de-In the early visual system, neuronal responses can be
scribed by the time-varying firing rate may well be justi-extremely precise. Under a wide range of stimuli, cells
fied in certain brain areas, for example, deep in thein the retina and thalamus fire spikes very reproduc-
cortex (Shadlen and Newsome, 1994). Neurons thereibly, often with millisecond precision on subsequent
generate highly variable spike trains because they re-stimulus repeats. Here we develop a mathematical
ceive large numbers of unsynchronized synaptic inputsdescription of the firing process that, given the recent
and because many of these are not under experimentalvisual input, accurately predicts the timing of individ-
control. By contrast, neurons in the early visual system—ual spikes. The formalism is successful in matching the
from the retina to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN)spike trains from retinal ganglion cells in salamander,
to area V1—can deliver remarkably reproducible spikerabbit, and cat, as well as from lateral geniculate nu-
trains, whose trial-to-trial variability is clearly lower thancleus neurons in cat. It adapts to many different re-
predicted from the simple firing rate formalism (Berry etsponse types, from very precise to highly variable. The
al., 1997; Reich et al., 1997; Berry and Meister, 1998;accuracy of the model allows a compact description
Kara et al., 2000; Reinagel and Reid, 2000). Often, indi-of how these neurons encode the visual stimulus.
vidual action potentials are reproducibly time locked to
the stimulus. Given that the synapses in this pathwayIntroduction
leading to visual cortex are especially reliable (Reid and
Alonso, 1995; Usrey et al., 1999), individual spikes can,A central problem of research in neural coding is the
in fact, have a strong effect on postsynaptic neurons.relationship between neural activity in the brain and the
Consequently, one needs a different framework forbehaviorally relevant variables of the external world. In
studying this neural code that allows the prediction ofthe sensory periphery, those variables are the inputs
individual spikes and spike patterns with high timingfrom sense organs. In the visual system specifically, they
accuracy, but also accounts for the remaining stochasticare completely defined by the light intensity projected on
variability in these responses.the retina, as a function of wavelength, space, and time.

When exposed to a visual stimulus rich in temporalFor a given neuron in the visual system, one would like
variation—such as natural movies or random flicker—to have a compact description that predicts the spike
retinal ganglion cells typically respond with brief clusters

train in response to any such visual stimulus. If such a
of spikes separated by longer periods of silence (Berry

neural code could be found, it would specify what as-
et al., 1997; Berry and Meister, 1998; Meister and Berry,

pects of the world this neuron represents and what it 1999) (Figure 1A). If the stimulus is repeated, the clusters
could communicate to other neurons in the circuit. Fur- occur reliably at the same times, sometimes to within 1
thermore, the code would specify what aspects of the ms. Thus, the PSTH accumulated over many trials is a
spike train are used to represent those features. As a series of sharp peaks of high firing rate separated by
result, one could better understand the neuron’s role in intervals where the firing rate is absolutely zero (Figure
the information processing task of the entire circuit. 1B). Similar sharp firing events in response to temporally

One obstacle to a simple mathematical description rich stimuli have been reported in relay cells of the lateral
of sensory responses is that neurons tend to produce geniculate nucleus (Dan et al., 1996; Reinagel and Reid,
variable spike trains even to identical repeats of the 2000) in the nucleus of the optic tract (Clifford and Ibbot-
same stimulus. For any given stimulus, there are many son, 2000), in area V1 of the primate visual cortex (Vinje
possible responses, and a complete neural code would and Gallant, 2000), and even in cortical area MT (Bair
specify the probability that each of these will occur. and Koch, 1996; Buracas et al., 1998).
Obviously, a probability table relating every possible The spike clusters produced by retinal ganglion cells
stimulus to every possible spike train would be some- are reproducible not only in their timing but also in the
what unwieldy, and therefore some simplifying assump- number of spikes they contain: the trial-to-trial variance
tions are in order. A popular assumption is that the in the spike count of a particular firing event is often

less than one and almost always less than the mean
spike count (Berry et al., 1997; Berry and Meister, 1998;3 Correspondence: meister@biosun.harvard.edu
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match the real ones. In almost all cases, the algorithm
makes successful predictions: the simulated spike
trains are about as close to the real spike trains as the
real spike trains are across trials. Remarkably, the model
can capture the behavior of a wide range of cell types,
with seemingly very different light responses.

Results

As discussed above, rapidly varying stimuli elicit precise
and reliable responses from many visual neurons. For
example, Figure 1 illustrates the response of a salaman-
der retinal ganglion cell to randomly flickering light. The
neuron fires at quite precisely defined moments during
the flicker sequence (Figure 1A). Each firing event con-
sists of a small cluster of spikes, and subsequent events
are clearly separated by periods of complete silence
(Figure 1B). Our mathematical model of this process
should take the visual stimulus as input and generate
spike trains with discrete firing events that closely re-
semble those of the real neuron. To evaluate this corre-
spondence quantitatively, we measure several salient
properties of these firing events in real and simulated
spike trains.

Following previous work (Berry et al., 1997; Berry and
Meister, 1998), the most important aspects of a firing
event are its time of occurrence T, measured as the trial-
averaged time of the first spike, and its spike number

Figure 1. Precise Firing Events in the Response of a Retinal Gan- N, measured as the trial-averaged number of spikes in
glion Cell the event. Though the spike trains appear reproducible,
(A) The intensity time course of the flicker stimulus (top trace) and there clearly is some trial-to-trial variability (Figure 1B).
responses of a salamander “strong OFF” cell to 12 repetitions of Therefore, we also measure the time jitter V as the stan-
that stimulus. Each vertical mark represents a spike.

dard deviation across trials of the time of the first spike,(B) Parsing a set of spike trains into events (see Experimental Proce-
and the number jitter S as the standard deviation acrossdures for details). The PSTH accumulated across trials (thin curve)
trials of the spike number. In this way, each firing eventis smoothed (thick curve) with a Gaussian filter. When two peaks in

the smoothed curve are separated by a significant trough, a division is characterized by four numbers (T, N, V, S) (Figure 1C;
(vertical gray lines) is drawn between the two firing events. Equation 9 [all equations in Experimental Procedures,
(C) Matching real (top) and predicted (bottom) firing events. Each below]). The model’s goal is to produce simulated spike
data point represents event time T and spike number N of the corre-

trains that match these event properties as closely assponding event. The error bars indicate the variability across trials
possible. To this end, the model’s parameters are ad-V of the event time and the variability S of the spike number. Arrows
justed for the optimal fit during a flicker sequence thatshow the correspondences that minimize the error measure. Dotted

arrows illustrate an illegal “crossed” correspondence (see Experi- typically elicits tens to hundreds of firing events. Then
mental Procedures). the model’s predictions are evaluated on the neuronal

responses to a different stimulus sequence. Details of
the fitting and testing process are presented in Experi-Kara et al., 2000). Thus, spike clusters differing by just
mental Procedures. In the following sections, the modelone spike can reliably convey different messages about
is assembled stepwise, and at each stage of improve-the visual stimulus, and they do so with a timing preci-
ment, we illustrate its successes and remaining deficitssion of a few milliseconds. The key variables by which
by comparing representative real spike trains with thea firing event conveys its visual message are the time
predictions of the model.of the first spike and the total number of spikes. By

comparison, the detailed timing of subsequent spikes
within the firing event contributes little to neural coding, Predicting the Occurrence of an Event

We begin with a simple algorithm to predict the timescarrying only �5% of the visual information (M. Berry
and M.M., unpublished data). However, these prior stud- T when firing events occur, without regard to the number

of spikes they contain or the variability across trialsies did not address just what features of the stimulus
these firing events convey. (Figure 2A). The stimulus s(t) represents the light inten-

sity as a function of time. This is passed through a linearHere we develop a mathematical model that can pre-
dict neuronal spike trains from the time course of the filter to produce the generator potential g(t). When g(t)

crosses a preset threshold from below, an event is fired.stimulus. The model is applied to recordings of re-
sponses to random flicker stimuli from retinal ganglion When the function passes back through threshold from

above, nothing happens.cells in salamander, rabbit, and cat, as well as LGN
neurons in cat. For each neuron, we optimize the param- The only parameters of this model are the filter, given

by the impulse response F(t), and the threshold � [thiseters of the model so that the simulated responses
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Figure 3. Predicting All Spikes
Figure 2. Predicting Only the Times of Firing Events (A) The spiking model of Figure 2A (gray) augmented by an additional
(A) The stimulus s(t) is convolved with a filter F(t) to produce the feedback pathway (black). The exponential feedback potential P(t)
generator potential g(t). An event is fired when the generator poten- is triggered by each spike and lowers h(t), the input to the threshold
tial crosses upward through the threshold �. operation.
(B) A brief segment of the fit to responses from a salamander “strong (B) The fit to responses from a salamander “strong OFF” cell. r(t)
OFF” retinal ganglion cell. r(t) shows the times of the first spike in shows real spikes from a single trial, and r�(t) the predicted spikes.
each event, recorded during a single trial. r�(t) shows the predicted The expanded time scale on the right shows details of repetitive
event times when g(t) (solid line) crosses the threshold (dashed line). firing as a result of the feedback potential. The negative feedback
(C) A histogram of inter-event intervals for a real cell (thick line) and also suppresses events that closely follow other events (arrow).
the model’s fit (thin line), showing that the model predicts too many (C) Histogram of inter-event intervals for the real cell (thick line) and
events that closely follow other events. the model’s fit (thin line).

version corresponds to a(t) � b(t) � P(t) � 0 in Equations and thus the probability for subsequent firing events is
1–4]. Once the filter and threshold are optimized, the temporarily reduced until the after-potentials decay. For
correspondence between the real firing events and the example, the false event predicted in Figure 2B no longer
predicted ones is for the most part quite strong (Figure occurs in Figure 3B (arrow). The suppression of these
2B). However, the model tends to overpredict the num- events allows the fitting algorithm to lower the model’s
ber of events that closely follow a preceding event, such spike threshold, which relieves the underprediction of
as the last event predicted in Figure 2B. Correspond- events separated by large intervals. Figure 3C shows
ingly, the number of events separated from the preced- that most of the errors in Figure 2C are eliminated by
ing one by a long interval is underpredicted (Figure 2C). this addition. Thus, the negative feedback mechanism
It appears that the model could be improved by imple- serves both to simulate repetitive firing within a firing
menting some partial refractoriness after a firing event. event and to implement the refractoriness following an

event.

Predicting All Spikes in an Event
The above scheme can be expanded to generate all of Predicting the Variation across Trials

The last task is to predict the variability of the firingthe spikes within firing events by simply adding a nega-
tive feedback loop. In the model of Figure 3A, each spike events, specifically the trial-to-trial variations of the

event time, V, and of the spike number, S. We did sotriggers a negative after-potential P(t) that gets added
to the generator potential g(t). Thus, the sum h(t) immedi- by adding two Gaussian noise sources, as shown in

Figure 4A. Since the noise signals are different from trialately drops below threshold, and if g(t) continues to rise,
the model will fire again. Thus, large excursions of g(t) to trial, the simulated spike trains now vary across trials

as well (Figure 4B).now lead to clusters of several spikes during the rising
phase (Figure 3B). The first noise source, a(t), is added to the generator

potential prior to the threshold. This introduces randomAfter such a firing event, h(t) is considerably lower
than g(t) as a result of the accumulated after-potentials, variation in the time of the threshold crossing at the
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Figure 4. Predicting Variability across Trials

(A) The spiking model of Figure 3A (gray) aug-
mented by two noise sources (black).
(B) The fit to responses from a salamander
“strong OFF” cell. r(t) shows real spikes from
three trials, and r�(t) the predicted spikes on
three trials. Each simulated trial used different
choices for the noise waveforms a(t) and b(t),
and thus produced slightly different h(t), the
input to the threshold operation.
(C) The spike number variance S2 of firing
events plotted against their mean spike num-
ber N for a real retinal ganglion cell (left), for
the best-fit model using only a(t) (middle), and
for the best-fit model using both a(t) and b(t)
(right). The arched patterns result from the
fact that the spike number is necessarily inte-
ger, which constrains the possible values for
its variance (Berry et al., 1997). The dashed
line corresponds to the identity, the relation-
ship expected for a rate-modulated Poisson
spike train.

beginning of a firing event. We chose a(t) to have a randomly modulates the amplitude of the feedback po-
tential P(t) following each spike. This noise source wasGaussian amplitude distribution with standard deviation

�a and an exponentially decaying autocorrelation func- taken to have a Gaussian distribution with standard de-
viation �b and a very short correlation time, so its valuestion with time constant �a. The time constant was fixed

at �a � 0.2 s for neurons from salamander and rabbit are independent from spike to spike. With this addition,
the model successfully accounts for the spike numberretina, and �a � 0.02 s for cat neurons. These values

served very well in predicting the trial-to-trial jitter of variability (Figure 4C).
the onset of firing events, and holding them fixed helped
to reduce the number of free parameters of the model. Simulated Spike Trains

This model was used to fit the responses of neurons inIn the spirit of maintaining simplicity, we had hoped
that this single stochastic component would explain the the retina and lateral geniculate nucleus. For each neu-

ron, we identified the physiological cell type by tradi-variability in both event timing and spike number. How-
ever, we found that the second and subsequent spikes tional criteria (see Experimental Procedures), recorded

the response to a random flicker stimulus, and thenin a firing event are much more variable than expected
from a(t) alone. A model including only a(t) predicts a optimized the parameters in the mechanism of Figure

4A to match those spike trains. To illustrate the perfor-very low trial-to-trial variation in the spike number of
firing events, considerably smaller than that observed mance of this algorithm, we present raster plots of real

spike trains on several identical stimulus trials, alongin real neurons (Figure 4C). This is because the optimal
value for the correlation time �a significantly exceeds with the corresponding predicted spike trains from the

best-fit model (Figure 5). These brief episodes of thethe duration of most firing events, and thus generation
of spikes after the first threshold crossing becomes es- response were chosen to have prediction errors typical

for their respective cell type. In addition, an analysis ofsentially deterministic. The greater variability of real
spike trains could be explained if each spike injects all the firing events produced by one cell is given in

Figures 6 and 7, and Table 1 gives summary measuresadditional noise into the process. We implemented this
by invoking a second stochastic component b(t), which of the model’s performance across all the neurons we
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Figure 5. Comparison of Real and Simulated Spike Trains

Each raster plot is for a single cell and shows neural spike trains from several stimulus trials (top half) and corresponding spike trains predicted
by the model (bottom half). Graphs on the right show detail on an expanded time axis. The sample cells are from the following types:
salamander retina strong OFF (A), salamander retina ON (B), rabbit retina OFF brisk transient (C), rabbit retina delayed OFF (D), cat retina Y
ON (E), and cat LGN X ON (F). Note the different time scales: tick intervals are 1 s in left hand panels, 0.2 s in right hand panels.

analyzed. In interpreting these results, recall that the Figure 5A shows responses from a salamander
“strong OFF” ganglion cell. These neurons produce verymodel parameters were always derived from a different

stimulus segment than the one used for evaluating the sparse spike trains: the firing rate, averaged over all
stimulus repeats, is exactly zero more than 94% of thefits; in this sense, the simulated spike trains are truly

predictions. time because the spikes are locked to the stimulus with
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Figure 6. Comparison of Actual and Pre-
dicted Firing Events for the Salamander
Strong OFF Cell of Figure 5A

(A) Trial-averaged event time; the inter-event
interval �T� � T�j�1 � T�j in the predicted event
train is plotted against the corresponding in-
terval �T � Ti�1 � Ti in the actual event train.
Inset: histogram of the time difference Ti �

T�j between an actual event i and a matching
predicted event j.
(B) Trial-averaged spike number, predicted
value N� plotted against actual value N. Pan-
els (B)–(D) are 2-dimensional histograms, with
the gray level indicating the number of counts
in each bin.
(C) Standard deviation across trials of the
event time, predicted value V� plotted against
actual value V.
(D) Standard deviation across trials of the
spike number, predicted value S� plotted
against actual value S.

high timing precision (3.5 ms; see Table 1). The model nated (data not shown). A salamander ON cell is illus-
trated in Figure 5B. These cells fire much less sparselymatches this behavior very closely and predicts cor-

rectly the times and spike numbers of almost all firing than the strong OFF cells (Berry et al., 1997): their firing
events are more frequent, last longer, and vary more inevents. On a finer time scale, Figure 5A shows that the

duration of predicted events (the time from first to last their timing. Still, the model adjusts to these spiking
statistics and produces spike trains that match the realspike of an event) is somewhat longer than that of the

actual events. Note that the event duration was not a ones both qualitatively and quantitatively (Table 1).
An OFF brisk transient cell from the rabbit retina (Fig-criterion in optimizing the model parameters, but if one

includes a term for duration in the error measure, Equa- ure 5C) had very different light responses. One finds
clear firing events, whose onset is very precise (3.6 ms;tion 10, this kind of discrepancy can largely be elimi-

Figure 7. Systematic Error in the Predictions
of the Model Compared to the Variability of
Neuronal Responses

(A) Error in predicting the mean event time.
Each data point is for one cell, with cell types
identified by different markers. The discrep-
ancy between the mean time of a predicted
event and that of the corresponding actual
event was averaged across all the matched
events from that cell, �T � T��. This is plotted
against the trial-to-trial jitter V of the actual
event time, also averaged over all events.
Dotted line represents equality.
(B) Error in predicting the mean spike number
of an event. As in (A), but plotting the discrep-
ancy �N � N�� between model and neuron
against the trial-to-trial number jitter S of the
neuron.
(C) Error in predicting the jitter of the event
time. As in (A), but plotting the discrepancy
�V � V�� between model and neuron against
the neuron’s trial-to-trial timing jitter V.
(D) Error in predicting the jitter of the spike
number. As in (A), but plotting the discrep-
ancy �S � S�� between model and neuron
against the neuron’s trial-to-trial number jit-
ter S.
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Table 1. Error Measures for the Model’s Performance, Averaged over All Neurons of a Given Cell Type

�T � T�� �N � N�� �V � V�� �S � S��
System Cell Type Number of Cells V (ms) S (spikes) (ms) (spikes) (ms) (spikes)

Salamander retina ON 6 18.0 0.41 17.8 0.47 8.23 0.17
strong OFF 15 3.50 0.58 3.39 0.56 1.45 0.21

Rabbit retina ON BT 1 5.95 0.93 10.7 1.47 3.20 0.29
OFF BT 5 3.63 0.87 6.13 2.17 1.64 0.27
sustained OFF 1 5.88 0.51 8.12 0.90 2.28 0.24
delayed OFF 2 6.33 0.92 6.88 1.17 2.98 0.40

Cat retina Y ON 1 0.78 0.70 1.16 1.40 0.45 0.43

Cat LGN X ON 3 1.58 0.45 1.55 0.36 0.93 0.17
Y OFF 1 1.03 0.47 1.07 0.54 0.76 0.24

V and S denote the neuron’s variability in event timing and spike number, respectively, averaged over all firing events. These set the scale
for precision in the real visual response, on which the accuracy of the model’s prediction should be evaluated. Listed to the right are the
discrepancies between the predicted and actual event trains in terms of timing �T � T��, spike number �N � N��, timing variability �V � V��, and
number variability �S � S��. In each case, the absolute value of the discrepancy was averaged over all events. Note these error measures are
those used in optimizing the model (Equation 11).

see Table 1), but they contain large numbers of spikes predicted event trains for an individual cell, and a sum-
mary over many neurons is shown in Figure 7. The timing(often 	10), with low trial-to-trial variability (
1 spike;

see Table 1). Again, the model captures the timing, spike of firing events is reproduced very well by the model
(Figure 6A): in comparing the inter-event intervals innumber, and overall shape of these firing events quite

accurately. By contrast, a delayed OFF cell (Figure 5D) actual and simulated spike trains, the discrepancies ap-
pear negligible relative to the inter-event intervals them-responded very sparsely, with a zero firing rate more

than 91% of the time. Note that its firing events align selves. In fact, the root-mean-square timing error in-
curred by the model is only 3.5 ms (Figure 6A inset).with a subset of the events of the OFF brisk transient

cell (Figure 5C). The event timing, spike number, and This is comparable to the amount by which this cell’s
event time jittered between trials, 3.9 ms. A similar levelthe variability of those quantities are again predicted

rather well by the model. However, the expanded time of accuracy was achieved for many cells (Figure 7A;
Table 1). In almost all cases, the model predicted thescale in Figure 5D reveals an additional form of trial-to-

trial variability in these spike trains: a brief cluster with timing of firing events with errors comparable to the
trial-to-trial jitter. Exceptions are the brisk transient cellsvery constant spike number jitters back and forth in time

by an amount greater than that of the cluster duration. in the rabbit retina, where the model’s errors are up
to twice as large as the timing variability of the cell.The firing mechanism of Figure 4A cannot produce this

type of behavior for the following reason: the time of Remarkably, the firing times of Y cells in both cat retina
and LGN were matched correctly to within 1.1 ms.the first spike in a cluster can jitter from trial to trial

depending on the value of the noise a(t). However, a(t) The number of spikes in each event was also pre-
dicted very accurately (Figure 6B), with the discrepancyvaries slowly and remains essentially constant for the

remainder of the event. Therefore, the model will con- between data and prediction often less than one spike.
For most cells, the error in predicting the spike numbertinue firing spikes until the generator potential reaches

its peak (see the large cluster in Figure 3B). Thus, the was comparable to the neuron’s variation across trials
(Figure 7B; Table 1). Again, the predictions for rabbitspike cluster should terminate at approximately the

same time in each trial, counter to what happens in brisk transient cells fall short of this mark. Note, how-
Figure 5D. In principle, one could capture this form of ever, that these firing events contain large numbers of
variability by allowing the latency of the filter to fluctuate, spikes (e.g., Figure 5C) so that the errors of the predic-
which would produce the same spike cluster with tion still constitute a small fraction of the absolute spike
slightly different timing on each trial. numbers.

A Y-type ON ganglion cell from the cat retina (Figure The model also served to predict the trial-to-trial jitter
5E) produced firing events at a much higher rate than of the event time V and of the spike number S. For the
that of the neurons considered so far and with great neuron in Figure 6, both the average time jitter and the
timing precision (0.8 ms; Table 1). The model adapts to average number jitter are matched correctly. Event by
these dynamics, and it is difficult to distinguish the set event, there is a positive correlation between the actual
of simulated spike trains from the real ones. An X-type V and the predicted V� (Figure 6C), but little between
ON cell from the cat LGN (Figure 5F) fired events at an the actual S and predicted S� (Figure 6D). However,
even greater frequency. However, each event contained the number jitter S simply does not vary much across
fewer spikes on average, and many events were repre- events; what variation there is depends largely on how
sented on only a subset of the trials. Again, most aspects close the average number of spikes N is to an integer,
of this cell’s behavior are well matched by the predicted with S smaller for near-integral values of N (Figure 4C).
spike trains. So to match S more accurately, the model would need

to predict N to within a small fraction of a spike. Never-
theless, across all the cells in this study (Figures 7CEvaluation of Performance

A more quantitative evaluation of the simulated spike and 7D; Table 1), the model reproduced the stochastic
fluctuations V and S correctly to within �50%.trains is given in Figure 6 by comparing the actual and
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measured. In exploring whether an accurate prediction
of spike trains is feasible, we used a visual environment
rich in temporal structure but with no spatial variation.
The conclusions in the following sections are subject to
this caveat. Extensions of the approach to more general
conditions will be discussed.

Quality of the Model’s Predictions
In evaluating the accuracy of the model’s performance,
we placed particular value on the prediction of two as-
pects of the visual response: the time of occurrence of
each firing event and the number of spikes produced in
that event. This choice is not tied to any particular theory
of neural signaling; most would probably agree that it
is important when a cell fires and also how many spikes
it fires. By these criteria, the formalism performs very
well. In most cases, the error the model makes in pre-
dicting the average event time is comparable to the
random variation of that event time across trials (Figure
7; Table 1). Similarly, the error in predicting the average
spike number compares well to the jitter of that spike
number across trials. In other words, the prediction one
gets from this model about the timing and spike number
of a cell’s firing events is as reliable as direct observation
of that same neuron on a previous trial with the same
stimulus.

Is this level of accuracy sufficient? In the real world,
the visual system operates exclusively on single trials,
without the luxury of improving resolution by averaging
many responses to identical stimuli. Nor is there much
opportunity to average across equivalent cells, becauseFigure 8. Comparison of Filter Functions across Cell Types
neurons in the early visual system tend to tile the visualThe waveform of the model’s filter F(t), averaged across all cells of
field with little redundancy (Wässle and Boycott, 1991;the same type from salamander (A), rabbit (B), and cat (C).
Meister and Berry, 1999). Consequently, operation of
the visual system under natural conditions does not
require the properties of these neurons to be specifiedDiscussion
more precisely than their trial-to-trial fluctuations. To
understand a neuron’s role in visual behavior, we there-What is the purpose of constructing a mathematical
fore suggest that a model of the light response can bemodel for neuronal responses? On a practical level, the
deemed successful if its systematic errors are as smallmodel allows for a concise description of individual neu-
as the neuron’s random errors.rons. Each cell’s visual response is characterized by a

small set of numbers, the model parameters (Figure 8;
Table 2). These numbers are communicated easily to A Simple Neural Code

Given the accuracy of the model, one can understandanother researcher, who may use them to implement a
realistic neuron of that type. For example, simulated how these early visual neurons encode the stimulus,

simply by inspecting how the model does it. The qualita-retinal spike trains can serve as input to computational
models of the visual system. In the distant future, the tive nature of that code seems rather simple (Figure 9).

The neuron is “interested” in just one aspect of the visualsimulation might even be performed by a neural prosthe-
sis to replace retinal circuitry and drive optic nerve fibers input: at any point in time, the cell only asks to what

extent the recent stimulus looks like the filter F(t). Thus,directly (Humayun et al., 1999).
On a deeper level, an accurate model for neural re- F(t) identifies what feature the cell reports. When the

strength g(t) of that feature rises above threshold, thesponses also serves as a statement of the neural code.
It specifies the statistical relationships between stimuli cell fires. So the timing of the first spike in a firing event

signals when that feature happened. The number ofand responses. Given a successful “forward” descrip-
tion of firing as a function of the stimulus, one can derive spikes in the subsequent burst depends on the peak

excursion of g(t). Therefore, the spike number in thethe corresponding “reverse” description: for any given
spike train, what is the probable time course of the light event specifies how much of the feature was present in

the stimulus. This simple interpretation holds strictly whenintensity, as well as the uncertainty in that estimate?
Such a reverse dictionary would specify what visual the neuron’s firing events are separated sufficiently in

time, by several decay times of the after-potential. Atfeatures are encoded by the neuron and transmitted to
its postsynaptic targets. shorter delays from the preceding event, the accumu-

lated after-potential effectively raises the threshold forStrictly speaking, one can be sure of this code only
within the particular visual ensemble in which it was feature detection.
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Table 2. The Best-Fit Parameters of the Model, Averaged over Neurons of the Same Cell Type and Quoted as Mean � Standard Deviation

The filter F(t) (displayed in more detail in Figure 8); the threshold �; the decay time of the after-potential �P; the amplitude of the after-potential
B; the noise affecting the generator potential �a; and the noise affecting the after-potential �b. The time constant of the noise, �a, was not
optimized for each individual cell, but is stated here for completeness. Note that �, B, and �a are all expressed relative to the root-mean-
square value of the generator potential g(t), and �b is expressed as a fraction of B (see Figure 4 and Experimental Procedures).

Remarkably, this description accounts for the re- the flickering stimulus are effective in driving the neuron;
a stimulus waveform that matches the time-reverse ofsponses of many types of neurons, even though their
the filter will produce a large output more likely to crossspike trains at face value have very different appearance
threshold. The filters derived for the various cell types(Figure 5). Thus, the seeming complexity of response
(Figure 8) are all biphasic curves, with a strong primarytypes may reduce to quantitative variants of a single
peak followed by a second peak of opposite sign. Thus,common description, each identified by a specific set
all these visual neurons are more sensitive to a changeof model parameters. Table 2 and Figure 8 present the
in the light intensity than to a steady maintained level.average parameters obtained for neurons in different
The curves also differ in many respects: the sign of thecell classes. Because the simulation algorithm is rela-
principal peak determines whether the response is ON-tively simple, one can understand the role that each
type or OFF-type; the ratio of the two peaks influencesparameter plays in creating the characteristic spiking
how transient the response is; and the overall time scalepatterns (Figure 5), and we briefly illustrate this corre-
of the curve sets the time scale of the response. Thespondence.
filters of rabbit and salamander ganglion cells are com-The filter F(t) determines what temporal features in
parable in width, whereas those of neurons in cat retina
and LGN are considerably faster. The same progression
of time scales is evident in the raster plots of Figure 5.

Whereas F(t) sets the overall time scale of the fluctua-
tions in the generator potential g(t), only some fraction
of those transients will cross the threshold. Thus, the
threshold � determines the sparseness of firing events
in the neuron’s response. Once the threshold is crossed,
the after-potential immediately reduces the input to the
spike generator by an amount B. If the generator poten-
tial continues to rise by more than this, subsequent
spikes can be fired. Thus, the parameter B, along with
the threshold �, controls the number of spikes fired in
an event. For example, the cat LGN cells, which tended
to fire in single spikes (Figure 5F), had by far the largest
values of B, whereas the rabbit OFF brisk transient cells
(Figure 5C), with many spikes per event, had the smallest
values (Table 2). The after-potential then decays with
time constant �p. Because �p is usually long compared
to the duration of a firing event, this decay does not
influence the dynamics of firing during an event. Instead,
it determines the duration of partial refractoriness after
a firing event. For example, salamander OFF cells haveFigure 9. Summary of the Neural Code Implemented by the Model
a large �p, which contributes to making their firing eventsThe filter F(t) encompasses what stimulus feature the spikes repre-
sparser than those of ON cells (Figures 5A and 5B).sent; the precise onset of a firing event encodes when that feature

The trial-to-trial variability of event timing is deter-happened; and the number of spikes in the subsequent cluster
reports how strong the feature was. mined by �a, the noise component of the generator po-
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tential, and the shape of the filter F(t), which sets the onto discrete circuit elements. To learn more about this
correspondence, it will be useful to record signals fromoverall time scale of the firing process. For example,

salamander OFF cells have a faster filter and a smaller retinal interneurons, such as bipolar and amacrine cells,
and compare them to the internal variables of the model.noise component �a than those of ON cells (Table 2)

and correspondingly much more reliable spike timing
(V in Table 1). Cat neurons have a fast filter, and conse- Choice of Formalism
quently low timing jitter, even though �a is comparable There have been many attempts to capture the mathe-
to that of salamander neurons. The variability of the matical relationship between a sensory stimulus and
spike number in an event is determined by both �a and neuronal firing. With rare exceptions, they seek to pre-
the amount of noise that is added with the after-potential dict the neuron’s average firing rate �r(t)�, a continuous
following each spike, B · �b. Across cell types, the ratio function of time measured by accumulating the PSTH
of the two terms varies a great deal, but the second term over many trials. Generally the firing rate is cast as a
often dominates over the first. In practice, therefore, �a functional of the stimulus �r(t)� � R[s(t);�i] and then the
determines timing precision and �b most of the number parameters �i are optimized to approximate the mea-
precision. sured relationship between �r(t)� and s(t). Several effi-

cient methods have been developed to find a good func-
tional R[ ]. The most systematic approach writes R[ ] asInterpretation of the Model

On a formal level, the spike train simulator of Figure 4 a Wiener kernel expansion in the stimulus; its parame-
ters are the Wiener kernels of the response, which can beis related to the popular “leaky integrate-and-fire” mech-

anism (Knight, 1972; Fohlmeister et al., 1977; Lankheet computed by correlating the response with the stimulus
(Marmarelis and Marmarelis, 1978; Victor and Shapley,et al., 1989; Reich et al., 1998) as follows. One can view

h(t) as the membrane potential of a neuron with capaci- 1980; Sakai et al., 1988). Another method—less general,
but often more efficient—writes R[ ] as a sequence oftance C and leak resistance R � �P/C. The capacitance

gets charged by a synaptic current, obtained by passing elementary operations performed on the stimulus. Each
stage in such a “cascade model” performs a simple taskthe stimulus s(t) through a linear filter. When h(t) crosses

the firing threshold, the cell fires a spike. As a byproduct on its input, such as temporal filtering or spatial pooling,
or a nonlinear memory-less transform (Rodieck, 1965;of the spike, the membrane is discharged briefly. This

reduces the membrane potential by an amount B, which Victor and Shapley, 1979; Hunter and Korenberg, 1986;
Sakai and Naka, 1987; Victor, 1987; Sakai and Naka,subsequently decays with time constant �P � RC. In this

picture, the noise source a(t) represents noise in the 1995; Benardete and Kaplan, 1997; reviewed in Meister
and Berry, 1999).synaptic input, and b(t) is noise in the membrane ma-

chinery that affects the degree of discharge. Reich and The present approach is somewhat different. The
model implements an explicit point process that pre-colleagues (Reich et al., 1997; Reich et al., 1998) ana-

lyzed the firing statistics of such a noisy leaky integrate- dicts a spike train with specific spike times. We chose
this form for two reasons:and-fire model and concluded that it was consistent with

the observed spiking statistics of cat retinal ganglion cell (1) The average firing rate �r(t)� is not really a continu-
ous function. These visual neurons—at least whenresponses. Here we have shown that by providing the

appropriate input to such a spike generator, one can driven with rich stimuli such as random flicker or natural
scenes—fire in discrete clusters that are timed repro-in fact predict the neuron’s entire spike train from the

stimulus. ducibly from trial to trial. Consequently, the average
firing rate �r(t)� is exactly zero much of the time butIn this picture, the model parameters acquire specific

biophysical meaning. The linear filter comes to represent rises and falls sharply within a few milliseconds at well-
defined instants (Figures 1 and 5) (Berry et al., 1997). Itall of retinal processing and dendritic integration in-

volved in producing the cell’s synaptic current. The is difficult to model such a series of sharp transients
with a formalism designed for continuous functions. Byshape of this function likely reflects the time course of

phototransduction in cones, with additional high-pass contrast, the formalism of Figure 4A produces such firing
events naturally. In the limit of very low noise, spikesfiltering at subsequent retinal synapses (Warland et al.,

1997). The threshold and after-potential components will happen at precisely the same time on every trial;
with very high noise, the spike times will vary a greatwould represent the neuron’s spike-generating machin-

ery (Kistler et al., 1997). In reality, the separation between deal, and one obtains a smoothly varying firing rate.
(2) It is not sufficient to predict the average firing ratelinear and nonlinear processing is probably not quite as

sharp: for example, intracellular recordings from gan- �r(t)�. To understand what a neuron encodes during sen-
sory processing, one needs to know not only its averageglion cells show that the membrane potential is not a

linear function of the stimulus (Baylor and Fettiplace, response but also how much the response can vary
about the average (Meister and Berry, 1999). Early visual1979). During stimulation with random flicker, the gener-

ator potential already exhibits discrete depolarizing neurons can be remarkably precise (Berry et al., 1997;
Reich et al., 1998; Kara et al., 2000), but the amount oftransients, which in turn cause the clusters of spikes in

firing events (Sakuranaga et al., 1987). Furthermore, the trial-to-trial variability still depends greatly on the cell
type and on the visual stimulus (Figure 7). Thus, a satis-model is equally successful with LGN neurons as with

ganglion cells, even though the former receive their input fying model of the light response needs to predict not
only the mean firing pattern, but also its stochastic prop-from the latter. Thus, it is plausible that both the linear

and nonlinear stages of the model are somewhat distrib- erties. An efficient way of doing that is to model the
stochastic point process itself. By simulating many trialsuted throughout the circuit and do not map uniquely
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and analyzing them in the same way as real neuronal very different stimulus environments, including those
that do not produce precise firing events. For example,spike trains, one can predict the average firing rate, but

in addition many other statistics of the response. when exposed to constant light, retinal ganglion cells
tend to fire at a maintained rate with variable interspike
intervals. If a slow sinusoidal variation is superposed onOptimizing the Fit
the background, the firing rate is modulated smoothlyAn important component of this modeling strategy is
around the mean (e.g., Enroth-Cugell and Robson,the method for optimizing the parameters, in particular
1966). The model of Figure 4A can certainly replicatethe choice of the error measure that gets minimized
these modes of activity. For example, a negative thresh-during fitting. This expression E (Equations 10–14) evalu-
old leads to maintained firing, and a high noise level willates the discrepancy between the actual set of spike
produce variable intervals. However, it is likely that thetrains and a corresponding predicted set. Its virtue is
same neuron will be described by different sets of pa-that it explicitly contends with the discrete firing events
rameters under different conditions of stimulation. It willin the responses. To appreciate this, it helps to consider
be instructive to explore how the parameters are modu-a commonly used alternative: in many studies that seek
lated by recent visual experience, for example, followingto predict the time course of a neuron’s firing rate, the
changes in the mean light level or in the average con-error is measured as the mean squared difference be-
trast. The compact parametrization of light responsestween the actual and the predicted rate (Marmarelis and
afforded by the present model promises an equally con-Marmarelis, 1978; Victor and Shapley, 1980; Sakuranaga
cise summary of the effects of adaptation. If this canet al., 1987; Victor, 1987; Korenberg et al., 1988; French
be achieved, one might obtain an accurate model thatand Korenberg, 1989, 1991; Kondoh et al., 1991; Sakai
generalizes even to the stimulus ensemble of ultimateand Naka, 1995; Benardete and Kaplan, 1997). Suppose
interest: real natural vision.now that the actual firing rate has a sharp peak, corre-

sponding to a 10 ms wide firing event (e.g., Figure 1B),
Experimental Proceduresand the model with a certain parameter set is able to

predict a similar peak but displaced by 10 ms. Since Overview
the two firing rate functions have no overlap, the mean We presented a random flicker stimulus to the visual system, re-
squared error is maximal; in fact, the error would be peated identically several times, while recording the spike trains of

one or more visual neurons. A mathematical model with 20 parame-smaller if the model had not predicted any firing at all.
ters was developed to predict spike trains from the stimulus. TheEven though the 10 ms timing error could be reduced
parameters were adjusted to optimize the fit to the real spike trainsby a small change in the parameters, it is difficult to
over one half of the experiment. Then the quality of the model was

reach that optimum by minimizing the mean squared evaluated by how well it predicted responses to different stimuli in
error. By contrast, our error measure E would recognize the other half.
the correspondence between the actual and predicted

Recording and Stimulationevent even if they do not overlap in time. The error then
Salamander and Rabbit Retinadecreases smoothly with the timing difference, and thus
We recorded extracellularly from retinal ganglion cells of larval tigerthe model parameters can be optimized successfully.
salamanders and rabbits as described (Meister et al., 1994; Smir-

A crucial step in evaluating this error measure is to nakis et al., 1997). Briefly, the dark-adapted retina was isolated
decide how events in the actual response should be under dim red light. A piece of retina �2 mm (salamander) or �4 mm
matched to events in the simulation. The algorithm for (rabbit) in diameter was placed ganglion cell side down on an array

of 61 electrodes in a bath of oxygenated Ringer’s (salamander) orfinding this correspondence, and indeed the entire form
Ames (rabbit) medium. The electrodes recorded action potentialsof E, was heavily inspired by the “distance metric” of
from nearby ganglion cells. On occasion, more than one neuronVictor and Purpura (1996). This is a measure to tell how
contributed to the signal on a given electrode; their spike waveforms

different two individual spike trains are. It relies on the were sorted by their shape to obtain reliable single-neuron spike
simple exercise of turning one spike train into the other trains.
by sliding spikes in time and creating or destroying The stimulus consisted of spatially uniform white light from a

computer monitor. A new intensity was chosen at random everyspikes. A cost is assigned to each of these elementary
30 ms from a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation equaloperations, and one can find the transformation with the
to 35% of the mean level. The mean light intensity was �4 mW/m2

lowest overall cost, which in turn is taken as the distance
at the retina, in the regime of photopic vision. Six different stimulus

between the two spike trains. Our distance function E segments were used, either 200 s (salamander) or 80 s (rabbit) in
can be seen as an extension of this approach from single duration. Each of these segments was repeated 12 times, followed
spikes to firing events. Its flexible form (Equation 10) by the next segment. The actual time course of the light emitted by

the monitor was measured using a photocell (Figure 1A), and thisallows the model to fit not only the timing of firing events,
stimulus was used as input for the modeling process.but many other properties as well.
Cat Retina and LGN
For recordings from cat neurons, the animal was anesthetized (keta-

Regime of Validity mine HCl 20 mg/kg IM, followed by sodium pentothal 20 mg/kg IV
It will be important to test how far this description of supplemented as needed), ventilated through an endotracheal tube,

and paralyzed with Norcuron (0.3 mg/kg/hr IV). EKG, EEG, tempera-visual signaling extends. To limit the computational ef-
ture, and expired CO2 were monitored continuously. Eyes were re-fort, the present study was restricted to temporal varia-
fracted, fitted with appropriate contact lenses, and focused on ation in the stimulus. The model can certainly be extended
tangent screen. For LGN experiments, we performed a 5 mm diame-to include spatial processing, for example, by making
ter craniotomy and recorded single neurons in the A laminae with

the first element a space-time filter F(x,t). This will allow plastic-coated tungsten electrodes (AM Systems, Everett, WA). For
the prediction of responses to stimuli s(x,t) that vary in retinal ganglion cell recordings, the electrode was advanced through

a guide tube that penetrated the sclera. Voltage signals were ampli-space as well as time. It will also be instructive to explore
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fied, filtered, and digitized (DataWave Discovery software, Long- many as 28 parameters to produce filters with the desired accuracy.
A more efficient choice was made by considering the properties ofmont, CO). Spikes from single units were sorted by their waveforms

and spike times determined to 0.1 ms resolution. the typical filter function (see Figure 8): at short times it has high
amplitude and varies rapidly, but at longer times it tails off gently.The stimulus again consisted of spatially uniform white light from

a computer monitor, at a mean luminance of 35 cd/m2 (LGN) or 50 Thus, we used a set of sine functions that were stretched at long
times:cd/m2 (retina), corresponding to retinal intensities of �15 mW/m2

and �21 mW/m2, respectively. A new intensity value was chosen
at random every 7.8 ms, either from a Gaussian distribution with
standard deviation equal to 49% of the mean (LGN) or from a binary fj(t ) � �sin�j�2 t

�F

� � t
�F

�
2

��, for 0 � t � �F.

0, otherwise
(6)

distribution with 100% contrast (retina). Stimulus segments lasted
63.6 s with 6–8 repeats (LGN) or 31.8 s with 4 repeats (retina). The
recorded spike trains did not lock to the video frame rate (128 Hz), The maximal length of the filter was �F � 0.95 s (salamander and
as judged from inspecting their power spectra. rabbit), �F � 0.25 s (cat retina), or �F � 0.19 s (cat LGN). These

All surgical and experimental procedures were in accordance with functions were then orthonormalized using the Gram-Schmidt
NIH and USDA guidelines and were approved by the Harvard Medi- method. In contrast with the Fourier basis, at most 16 of these
cal Area Standing Committee on Animals. components were required for an accurate fit of the filters.

The shape of the after-potential P(t), which lowers h(t) after every
Cell Classifications spike and creates a relative refractory period, was chosen as
Salamander retinal ganglion cells were classified into functional
types by the time course of their reverse-correlation to the flicker P(t ) � Bexp(� t/�P), (7)
stimulus (Warland et al., 1997), in particular the time-to-peak. In

where B and �P are free parameters.seven preparations, we distinguished the following types: strong
The noise signals a(t) and b(t) both have Gaussian amplitude distri-OFF (time-to-peak � 65 ms), weak OFF (82 ms), and ON (107 ms).

bution with zero mean and standard deviations �a and �b, respec-The weak OFF cells generally had firing rates too low for reliable
tively. a(t) has an exponential auto-correlation function with a timeanalysis.
constant of �a � 0.2 s (salamander and rabbit) or �a � 0.02 s (cat).Rabbit retinal ganglion cells were classified by the criteria of
b(t) is evaluated only at spike times (see Equation 2) and chosenDeVries (DeVries and Baylor, 1997; DeVries, 1999), using the mea-
independently for each spike. �a and �b are free parameters.sured auto-correlation and reverse-correlation functions, and re-

A final parameter is the threshold �. Note that increasing � issponses to uniform light flashes. Since our conditions of light adap-
equivalent to reducing the amplitudes of F(t), P(t), and a(t) all by thetation were different, these identifications should be regarded as
same factor (see Equations 1 and 2). This redundancy was resolvedtentative. In three preparations, we encountered the following types:
by normalizing F(t) such that the filtered stimulus g(t) had a standardON brisk transient, OFF brisk transient, OFF sustained, OFF delayed,
deviation of 1. Thus, the values of �, B, and �a are all expressedON-OFF direction selective.
relative to the root-mean-square amplitude of the stimulus-depen-Neurons in the cat retina and LGN were classified as X- or Y-type
dent input to the spike generator g(t). In summary, the 20 parametersbased on their spatiotemporal receptive fields and responses to
of the model are used as follows: 15 specify the shape of the filtercontrast-reversing gratings. Putative Y cells had large receptive field
F(t), one the spike threshold �, two the after-potential P(t), and twocenters and short latencies relative to other neurons at the same
the standard deviations of the noise sources a(t) and b(t).eccentricity. The retinal ganglion cells were also subjected to the

For numerical evaluation, we used discrete time steps of 2 msnull test of Hochstein and Shapley (1976).
(salamander), 1 ms (rabbit), or 0.2 ms (cat). Simulation on several
trials, using the same stimulus but different noise functions, pro-Model to Predict Responses
duced a set of spike trains that was compared with the actual spikeHere we describe the final form of the model, with attention to
trains on several stimulus repeats. The gradual optimization of themathematical and computational details. The complete algorithm is
model parameters was computationally intensive, requiring theshown schematically in Figure 4A. Formally, the predicted firing rate
above equations to be evaluated tens of thousands of times. Weof the neuron is given by
used a few notable computational shortcuts. In particular, Equations

r(t ) � �(h(t ) � �) ḣ(t ) H(ḣ(t )), (1) 3 and 5 were combined to yield

where
g(t ) � �

N

j�1

kj 	 s(�) fj(t � �) d�, (8)
h(t ) � g(t ) � a(t ) � 	

t

�∞
r (�)(1 � b(�)) P(t � �)d� (2)

and the integrals were computed only once. Similarly, a set of func-
g(t ) � 	

t

�∞
s(�) F(t � �) d� (3) tions a(t), one for each simulated repetition of the stimulus, were

computed only once for all iterations of the parameter search.

H(x) � �1, if x 	 0
0, otherwise.

(4)
Error Measures
To evaluate the performance of the model, one wants to compareThe function r(t) is a series �

i
�(t � ti) of delta function spikes that

the set of real spike trains from repeated trials with a set of predicted
happen at times ti when the generator potential h(t) crosses the spike trains from simulations with different noise waveforms. We
threshold � in the upward direction. h(t) in turn has several compo- started by parsing each set of spike trains into firing events as
nents: g(t) is a filtered version of the stimulus time course s(t), ob- described by Berry and Meister (1998): the average firing rate was
tained by convolution with the filter function F(t). a(t) is a Gaussian computed from a PSTH across trials (Figure 1B). This histogram
noise source. The final term contains a transient feedback triggered was smoothed with a Gaussian filter whose width was adjusted to
by each spike, a convolution of the spike process r(t) with the feed- the time scale of variations in the firing rate, as determined from an
back potential P(t), modulated in amplitude by another Gaussian auto-correlation of the spike trains (Berry et al., 1997). The resulting
noise source b(t). function generally showed sharp peaks separated by valleys of near

The filter function F(t) defines to a large extent when firing events zero firing rate. Formally, the boundaries between these firing events
will occur, and most of the model’s parameters are dedicated to were established by finding minima v of the firing rate which were
adjusting this function. To capture the time course efficiently, we significantly lower than the neighboring maxima m1 and m2 such
expanded the filter in an orthonormal basis set, that �m1m2/v � 3 with 95% confidence. The spikes between a pair

of such boundaries were considered part of the same firing event.
F(t ) � �

N

j�1

kjfj(t ), (5) For each such firing event, we computed four response statistics
of the distribution across trials:

where the kj are the free parameters. In choosing the basis functions
fj(t), the Fourier basis set was found unsatisfactory, requiring as T � Average across trials of the time of the first spike,
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matched; the last event in R� is unmatched; or the last events in R
N � Average across trials of the spike number in the event, and R� are matched to each other. Letting Ei,j denote the error for

the first i events of R and the first j events of R�, the three possibilitiesV � Standard deviation across trials of the time of the
imply thatfirst spike, and

Ei,j � min(Ei�1, j � eN Ni, Ei, j�1 � eN N�j , Ei�1, j�1 � Mi,j), (13)
S � Standard deviation across trials of the spike (9)

wherenumber in the event.

Mi,j � eT�Ti � T�j �� eN�Ni � N�j �� eV�Vi � V�j � �In this way a set of spike trains from multiple trials (Figure 1B) was
converted into a single train of events (Figure 1C), each character- eS�Si � S�j �� eM (14)
ized by four numbers.

is the error incurred in matching the last two events (i,j). The quanti-The next task was to evaluate the discrepancy between the real
ties Ei,j can be viewed as a two-dimensional array. Starting withand simulated event trains. As illustrated in Figure 1C, some events
E0,0 � 0, this array can be filled recursively using Equation 13.in the predicted response clearly match those that occur in the

In practice, the array Ei,j may have more than a thousand elementsactual response, but some events in each train may not have corre-
on each side, but not all of these need to be computed. For twosponding events in the other. To evaluate the quality of this corre-
events far apart in time—in particular ifspondence, one wants to assess whether a given event in one train

has a match in the other train, but also how well the four response
�Ti � T�j � 	

1
eT

(2eNNmax � eM), (15)variables (Equation 9) correspond between the actual and the pre-
dicted event. Suppose one had decided which events i in the real
train are matched with which events j in the predicted train (by a where Nmax is the largest number of spikes in an event in either event
method explained below), then we define the overall discrepancy train—the error Mi,j is so large that the possibility of a match need
between the two trains to be not be considered. Thus, one needs to evaluate only those Ei,j for

which the times of the last events meet Equation 15 and the array
E � eT ET � eN EN � eV EV � eS ES � eM EM. (10)

elements immediately adjacent to those. With this shortcut, the
numerical effort grows proportionally to the total number of events,This error measure contains four terms for the discrepancy in each
rather than its square, and the computation time for this matchingof the event-specific properties
step becomes negligible.

ET � �
matched

event pairs (i,j)

�Ti � T�j �

The Initial Guess and Optimization of the Model
A first guess for the various parameters can be obtained by correlat-EN � �

matched
event pairs (i,j)

�Ni � N�j � � �
unmatched

events i

Ni � �
unmatched

events j

N�j
ing the spike train with the stimulus; this and other analytical proper-
ties of the spike generator will be derived in a subsequent paper

EV � �
matched

event pairs (i,j)

�Vi � V�j � (11) (J.K., S. Smirnakis, and M.M., unpublished data). In brief, we com-
puted the spike-triggered average stimulus waveform as well as
the spike-triggered covariance about that average (de Ruyter van

EV � �
matched

event pairs (i,j)

�Si � S�j �, Steveninck and Bialek, 1988). The filter waveform was chosen as
the first eigenvector of this covariance matrix. This analysis also
yielded estimates of the threshold � and the noise standard deviationwhere the symbols without primes indicate the properties of actual
�a. We further chose B � �, �b � �a/�, and �P � 0.2 s (salamanderevents, and the symbols with primes those of predicted events. The
and rabbit) or 0.02 s (cat).final term is proportional to the number of events matched between

Starting with this initial guess, the model was used to simulate athe two trains
set of spike trains, with as many repeats as in the measured re-

EM � �
matched

event pairs (i,j)

1. (12) sponses. Events were identified in both data sets and matched to
each other as described above, yielding the error measure for this
parameter set. Then we performed a search in the space of 20

The constants eX determine the relative importance assigned to parameters, repeating this simulation and evaluation at each step,
different components of the error. For any given cell, we chose the to find a set that minimized the error. The search was implemented
particular values eT � 1/V, eN � 1/S, eV � 1/(2V), eS � 1/(2S), and by Powell’s method (Press et al., 1992), supplemented by simulated
eM � 2, where a bar denotes the average value across all events of annealing (10,000 steps, reducing the “temperature” from 0.15 to
that neuron. The neuron’s averaged timing jitter V is a natural choice 0.0005 in 10 geometric steps [Press et al., 1992]), which avoids
for scaling the errors in predicting the event time T; in effect this getting trapped in local minima of the error surface. Minimization for
compares the discrepancy between the predicted and actual re- a larger number of steps or by different methods did not significantly
sponse to the variation across trials of the actual response. In the decrease the final error value.

The last coefficient of the error measure, eM in Equation 10, wassame manner, the averaged spike number jitter S serves to scale
the errors in predicting the spike number N. The coefficients eV and essential for the fitting process. It effectively encourages the match-

ing of two nearby events in the two trains. Suppose there is a firingeS are half as large as eT and eN because we wished to make fitting
of the trial-to-trial variations V and S relatively less important than event with Ni spikes in the actual response, but the model predicts

no event nearby, thus the contribution to the error is eNNi. Now wefitting the mean properties of an event T and N. Finally, the coeffi-
cient eM is a “bonus” for matching two events, and its effects are consider a small change in parameters, which leads to the prediction

of an event close to the correct time, and ask whether the algorithmdiscussed further below.
The above measure of error E (Equation 10) assumes that one will match this to the actual event. Because the parameters have

changed only slightly, the generator potential barely crosses thresh-knows which events i in the real train should be matched with which
events j in the predicted train. We choose that set of matches which, old, and the predicted number of spikes is small, N�j � Ni. If the two

events were to remain unmatched, their contribution to the errorin turn, produces the smallest error E. Fortunately, one does not
need to inspect and evaluate all possible correspondences between would be eN(Ni � N�j). If the two events were matched, the error

from their spike numbers would be only slightly smaller, eN(Ni � N�j).the two trains, as long as one observes a natural restriction: that
matches should not cross in time (Figure 1C). Two events in one However, matching the two events introduces additional error terms

in Equation 10 from comparisons of the event time, T, and thetrain cannot be matched to events in the other train that occur in
the opposite order. With this constraint, one can find the optimal standard deviations S and V. These penalties will outweigh the bene-

fits of matching the two events. In absence of a compensatingcorrespondence between the event trains as follows (Victor and
Purpura, 1996). Consider two event trains R and R�. At least one of reward, the new parameter set would be rejected, and the search

would never explore promising regions of the parameter space.the following three possibilities is true: the last event in R is un-
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Adding eM eliminates this problem and allows a “budding” predicted in simultaneously recorded retinal, thalamic, and cortical neurons.
Neuron 27, 635–646.event to be matched to an actual event.
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